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Registration Dance In Gym Tonight
MUSIC akoiths TRAVEL SbUilimoreno’s
Orchestra

Orchestra
Leads Van;
Starts For
L.A. Friday

DIRECTS TOUR

One hundred and sixty music
students, members of the Symphony orchestra conducted by
the A
Adolph W. Berstein,
Cappello choir directed by Wiliam Erlendson, the Woodwind
choir led by Thomas Eagan, and
a twenty -voice vocal demonstration
group under Miss Maurine Thompson, will travel to Los Angeles
Friday and Saturday to appear at
the National Music Educators conAdolph W. Otterstein, head of
ference, March 29 to April 6.
the Music department and conLeading the van will be the 124 ductor of the 124 -piece Sympiece Symphony orchestra which
phony orchestra, will lead 160
mill leave San Jose Friday mornmusic students traveling to Los
ing, playing concerts at Salinas
Angeles this week -end to appear
and Paso Robles where an overat the National Music Educators
night stop will be made. Saturday
conference.
the group will continue on to Ataseadere where a third concert will
be played, After spending the night
In Atascadero, the Otterstein-conducted organization will proceed to
Los Angeles where they will preant a concert before the assembled
music educators Monday in Philharmonic hall. Thee college symphony is the only major instru---- mental group from the Pacific
Tryouts for Orchesis women’s
coast to make an appearance at
honorary dance society, will be
(Continued on Page Four)
held Thursday, from 5 to 7 in the

Dance Tryouts
Held Thursday

Registration
Procedure
Announced

With a record -breaking spring
quarter registration expected, Registrar Joe H. West issues the following final instructions for reg-1
istration procedure today and tomorrow.
Registration booklets will be I
given out in Room 1 of the Art
building at the following times for
the various alphabetical name
groups:
TODAY
U. V, W, X, V. Z
7:30
A, B
8:00
C, D
98:4305
E, F, G
H, I, J
10:00
K, L, Mc
10:45
M, N, 0
11:15
P. Q, R
1:15
S. T.
1:45
Last Group
2:30
TOMORROW
Registration of all limited students (5 units or less).

Changes

In

Courses

Registrar Joe H. West announces the following course
changes in the spring quarter
schedule of classes.
P. E. 3 (Life Saving 8:00
MW) has been substituted for
P. E. 2C (Diving).
Art 155C (Life Drawing) has
bait added from 1:00 until 3:00
Art 12013 (Flower Arrangement) has been added from 3:00
until 5:00 for one unit.
Physics 10C (General preeng, physics lab.) has been
added from 2:00 until 5:00 on
Tuesday and Thursday.
Math. 7 (Intermediate Algebra) has been added. Given
MWF at 8:00 in Room 157 for
three units.
Biology 1C (General zoology
lab 10:00-12:00 MWF) has been
dropped.
Times for P. E. 90B, 68A, 68B,
and 68C have been set for 7:00
until 9:00 p.m.
Speech 7C or 107C (Intercollegiate
Debate)
has been
changed from 4:00 on Monday
to 2:00 every Tuesday in Room
49 for one unit.

Plays, Stags
Admitted
By nine o’clock tonight the fuss
and frustration of Registration
Day will have disappeared from
the Men’s gym and the first social
event of the spring quarter, the
Registration Dance, will begin.
The quarterly dance will probably be the only stag affair of the
term, according to Don Anderson,
new Social Affairs chairman, who
is in charge. Dancing will continue
from 9 until 12.
Hal Moreno and his sweet swing
band, known to those who attended
the Sophomore Hop and the Interfraternity dance last quarter, will
play for the function. Bob Tremaine is expected to put on an
intermission stunt, according to
Anderson.
Chaperones will be Miss Helen
Dimmick, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Pitman, and Mr. and Mrs. Claude N.
Settles.
Admission is by student body
card, with a 25-cent charge for
outsiders.

TRYOUTS FOR Swenson Named
NEXT PLAY
Associate Editor
HELD FRIDAY

REGISTRATION FEES
The registration fee of $9 for
resident students and $42.17 for
out-of-state students must be paid
at the time the registration booklet is secured. Students whose
booklets are stamped "photo" go
to the Natural Science building
Tryouts for "Henry IV", first
basement where identification phoSan Jose Player major production
tographs will be taken,
of the spring quarter, will be held
dance studio, according to Mies
Final step in the registration Friday afternoon at 4 o’clock
in
Marjorie Lucas, dance instructor. procedure Is made in the Men’s
the Little Theater, and all students
Women trying out will present gymnasium where faculty members interested are invited to particioriginal dances and various tech- and advisers are available to ap- pate, announces Mr. Hugh Gillis,
niques, as well as execute different prove programs and enter stu- Speech department head.
dents’ names on the class rolls.
types of movements.
CLANCY DIRECTS
Each prospective member will Students in attendance last guarProduction dates are April 25
have a sponsor, chosen from the ter should bring their photographs and 26 and Mr. James Clancy will
with them.
organization, to assist her.
direct. The play, written by PirStudents who are not ready to
A meeting of all tryoutees will
andello, great Italian author, will
the
beginning
of
at
the
register
tomorrow
studio
the
in
be held
be the first of his work given by
last
the
go
into
automatically
day
go
and
practice
to
at 5 o’clock
the Players. Pirandello deals with
Page
Two)
(’initinued
on
requirements.
over the problem
and
psychological
philosophical
themes in most of his plays and
stories, and "Henry IV" is one of
SPARTAN REVELRIES, SPARDI GRAS . his best, Gillis said.

Associate editor of the Spartan
Daily for the spring quarter will
be Pony Swenson, former copy
editor and sports editor, according
to Editor Bill Rodrick, who announced several appointments Friday.
John Healey was named sports
editor and Bill Regan and Vance
Perry were chosen copy editors.
Gardner Waters will continue to
be in charge of the feature page.
Ilan Jose State college’s Senior
Swenson was editor of the FullSall, for the second time in two
erton junior college "Torch", presMao, will again be held at San
ident of the student body in high
Francisco’s Olympic Club at Lakeschool, and captain of the junior
side, Steve Hosa, committee chaircollege football team.
man. announced Friday. The date
Healey, Spartan Daily day edifor the formal affair is June
8.
tor for the past two quarters, was
The orchestra for the Ball, whirl,
at one time sports editor of the
Huila KW would he a nationally
Cal Aggie.
known name banal, is
expected
PLANS
GIVE
The
story
presents
the
situation
Perry and Regan :ire also forHEADS START WORK,
be announced within a week.
of a main who has been insane for mer day
editors.
Priced this year at $2.50, over
state
Col
some
years
due to a fall while
The annual San Jose
300 bids will go on
Preparations for the eleventh
sale at the;
riding.
He believes himhorseback
troller’s office a few weeks be.; annual Board’ Gras are being lege Spartan Revelries is rapidly
self to be Henry IV of Germany PAYMENT FOR
fore the dance.
Bob payn e, general getting into shape for formal pro.
by
The bid sale will started
duction on May 2 and 3 in the and lives completely in the past ANNUAL DUE NOW
he limited
strictly to seniors, Hose, chairman. Gate for the carnival
BOOKS ON RESERVE
Morris Dailey auditorium. accord- ,
mid, with the
possibility that a/ has been set for May 3.
He surrounds himself with courtEvery student who desires a
ing to Revelries Director Bill Van
fen may be distributed
TRADITION
STATE
juniors
to
iers and other effects of a royal copy of La Torre, student yearVleck.
and lower classmen
Begun in 1929, the annual spring
if any remain/
lite,and conducts himself as the book published in June and edited
THEME UNANNOUNCED
Untold.
al has grown into a San Jose
, festival
The theme and title of the Rev- German emperor did. His return by Bill Laffoon, must signify their
State tradition, modeled somewhat
of aysemceunrtingtorthe0 atn0,nuaayl.
I
elries, as yet unannounced, will_ to sanity is so painful and ugni; andlnt
Starter the world-famous New orisa
tuaent Body
make
probably not be made known until happy for hin t thA t he willin
Mardi flram.
On Art Porch
before the production is i-a,t,on, to 11, world of make- according to Edith Daily, staff
Last year the carnival attracted shortly
member in charge of distribution.
P.
Inesented, Van Vleek said.
its must firing their
the attention of San Francisco
Students in attendance for three
iif the play are on reserve
Sets designed by Jack Green,.
dy CUMIN to the 1,1)1111 of papers, with the Chronicle colorquarters will be charged four cents
who will also do a major part of in the library.
full
two
Art building to he
carrying
tion
ravure
via ii 1.0 g
for the book to cover tax. Those
the libretto and music, are now,
spring quarter ininiediat.lv pages of the highlights.
students not in attendance nn
under construction. The show will,
fior receiving
PROGRAM
MEETING
STAFF
SAME
I he aegis! rota,
Washington Square for that perbe given in 3 acts.
accor.ling In C:1111 CoinSpardi Gras Day will follow
Members of the Spartan Daily laid will be charged 50 cents for
,
COSTUMES DESIGNED
program
same
the
approximately
/-108,1.
iqich quarter not in residence. Pay Wiirk on costumes, which have! staff will meet Wednesday at 1
1,, onirIlliteerflen Hill fern. Dick His bust year. according to
ItY11,
been designed, will Mao , o’clock in Room 17. Cover your ment will be male in the Art
,."hammer, Bill itodrirk, and w it II elMeeSSiOns lii the main quad, already
building after securing regietraaccording to Van! old beats for Thursday’s paper.
14try Frees are
football game, start shortly.
asked to report I whIsker-Pulging
tion booklets.
Rodrick,
Vleck.
evening.
the
the Weil at 8 o’clock.
; lind a dance in
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By Gardner Waters

Spattatz Daily

a story to be missed by any 1...i
the most myopic of idealists. W.ii
does not accomplish hutting beiii;
tits (if it accomplishes any at all]
And there is it better way of soh.bug international problems than
that of conflict.
Those who argue for ’whole -hog’
support of the Allies are arguing
front false assumptions. Those who
are only willing to go half way
sure groups.
apparently accept these assumpDICK OFSTAD
BUSINESS MANAGER
Sale of airplanes to France and.
are
not
’
gas
n
il
li
w
but
true
tions
Phone Ballard 2461-W
221 E. San Fernando
England is supported by a variety
to
accept the logical conclusion.
t
Office Phone, Ballard 7800
of arguments. There are those who
It would seem, then. that those
favor selling munitions just so long
PONY SWENSON as France and England can lay who advocate material support ..t
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
the Allies are attempting is t
money on the barrel head.
VANCE PERRY, BILL REGAN the
COPY EDITORS
These persons are quite optimistic !!!:,,..",:,i18,c81,)::,tit:’,’,,"’t"TI’s.rd"su;’,Ii:it:0"II:;
JOHN HEALEY if they think they can stop such iMisplaced sympathy, as it is lik.
SPORTS EDITOR
sales as soon as the Allies run
us,ituditigvith the tSr’s
GARDNER WATERS out of cash
FEATURE EDITOR
hint out it
n
hT
gnirb
who favor
are those
theree
Editorials and features appearing in the Spartan Daily reflect the viewpoint aiding the Allies in anyway pos- Is cups; short-sighted sympathy,
of the writer and make no claim to represent student or college opinion. All Bible short of man-power, and then ill that there is little reason t o
pthtisavtt;a:;.
of ; Its)c:reev e
a t hoaenvye r
unsirned edit oriob are by the editor.
the fortunately small group
willt
he
attempt
those who would even include sendis fundamental solution of the econing soldiers. This latter group
omic ills that are at the root of
perhaps the most logical of the
I modern wars.
three if it is assumed that war 181
not immoral and that England and I
Application blanks for YWCA
France are unqualifiedly right and Girl Reserve camp at Big Basin
Germany unqualifiedly wrong.
must be in by Thursday morning,
If war is quite ethical, If war
March 28. For further information
accomplishes lasting benefits, and inquire at the
Appointment office.
if there is no other way of accomplishing these benefits, then
why should not this country share
proportionately in the costs of the
war both in man -power and mat.11 ’MI ’1’ AND JITTERY f
erials? Then when the war is over
means
eyesight
t
..,1,41
and peace descends upon the earth
ii s:leady nerves, a clear
for all time, and the people of all
:Ind a sunny disposinations bcome Christians and dem;
ocrats, then we can share honestly
Ballard 1100
in the glory of having helped to
bring about this millenium!
But somehow this conclusion
DRALAWRENCE H. FOSTER
OPTOMETRIST
doesn’t ring true. The consequence,
of previous mars tell too Mid...I.’, BANK OF AMERICA BLDG.
The current congressional controversy as to how far this coun-i
try should go in supplying airEntered as serum’ class matter at the San Jose Post ()thee
planes to France and FIngland
San
Joan
State
.C.ittlage
of
Students
Associated
day
by
the
school
every
Paillehed
would seem to indicate just how
1445 South First Street
Columbia 434
Pm. of Globe Printing Co.
__.
muddled is the ’thinking of our’
Subscription no per quarter or 81.3d ltur rum,
national ’master minds’. In fact, i
one is led to suspect that the eongreasiness are not so much mollPhone Ballard 8268
64 Ayer Ave.
voted by logic as by various presOffice Phone, Ballard 7800

Dedicated to the best interests of San Jose State

BILL RODRICK

EDITOR

Partake 01 The Cup . . .

Today we embark on what is perhaps the most colorful and interesting of all the college’s three quarters and,
certainly to seniors, by far the most important.
With the inauguration of the spring quarter, the humdrum inactivity of the winter session trill shortly be broken
by a series of events, memories of which are likely to long
remain with the student after leaving this college, including
the colorful Spardi Gras festival, the Spartan Revelries, the
Senior Ball, Sneak Week, senior final activities, and a host
of other minor affairs culminated by the graduation ceremonies in June.
Then too, this quarter should see the beginning of the
long-sought new library. Along less academic lines, the
college which saw its mighty football empire totter with
the resignation of former head football coach and Athletic
Director Dud DeGroot and surge up again with the appointment of Ben Winkelman, will see the beginning of a
new football regime with the start of spring practice and
will get at least a partial answer to the question of future
State gridiron prospectsof major importance to the balance of the student body.
To the greater part of the seniors, this quarter means
the finish of years of school work and a chance to get out
into a world of which they really know very little to see
if their wings be strong or weak, to carry them to a success’
for which they all hope, or to leave them disillusioned’
amongst the io million where so many others like them
have ended before.
But the individual student should not remain merely
a spectator to all this, to turn bashfully aside or gaze with
disdainful indifference on this traditional revelry and more
serious and important ceremony. It is his right and his
privilege that he partake of the full cup of college life and
depart from the halls with something more than the allimportant academic learning, a little better able to cope
with the "Roaring Forties".
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*- REGISTRATION ’

of $1 will be levied against
students who have not handed
their booklets by 5 p.m. today ii
(Continued from Page One r
group after they have cleared moy less a later date is stamped e
registration. I the face of the booklet.
blocking
obstacles
Worth Oswald, social science in
Students may not secure their
booklets at an earlier hour t ban I structor in charge of a college jel.
that specified by their 1111111(2 group, survey project, urges all student,
but they may register at any later I to fill out accurately the detailed
time than their scheduled hour if’ employment questionnaire guy
they arc not included in the last out in the gym today. Expansiiiii
md coordination of the labor
group.
Students must call for t H: ket for San Jose State colleili
students is the purpose of Its.
booklets by 4 p.m. today in m
to complete registration before t h. survey which will be opened with
today’s questionnaire.
gymnasium closes at 5 p.m. A II
evemos,

it
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Phelan Contest Closes Tomorrow
Department Offers
$300 In Cash Awards;
Expect Large Entry

Dave Gillmor Speaks
At Advertising Staff
Dinner Tomorrow

DEADLINE SET
FOR MUSIC
COMPETITION

Members of the Spartan Daily
business staff will gather tomorrow night at 6:30 o’clock in a
Closing (late for the contest in
Santa Clara restaurant for their
entry
list since the contest’s beginning
spring quarter dinner. Bus- , original music composition sponExpecting the heaviest
1930, the English department announced last week that the annual mess Manager Dick waged will I sored by the Music department is
only one week away, announces
Phelan literary contest would end tomorrow at 5 o’clock. Approxi- preside.
Speaker of the evening will be George Matthews, music faculty
prizes is being offered this year.
in
dollars
300
mately
former San Jose State college stu- member in charge of the compeDEADLINE POSTPONED
tition.
Although in past year competition has closed on the last day of dent Dave Gillmor who recently
Deadline for entries has been
took
over
the
Independent
contest
the
Addeadline
was
quarter,
postponed
until
the
winter
ihe
set for 5 p.m. Monday afternoon,
vertising
Agency
quarter
in
San
Jose.
present
following
Daily
requests
the
by
a
of
number
day
second
of students that the change be Editor Bill Rodrick will also be April 1. With a relatively small
number of entries already In the
made, according to the depart- ’,resent to give a short talk.
hands of the sponsoring commitmerit.
tee, Mr. Matthews urges all stu.
Fifty-two entries in free verse.
dents entering the competition to
lyric poems, short story, essay, and
get their entries in before the final
drama were reported already in by
deadline if possible. Judging proMiss Irma Faxon, secretary of the
cedure will be speeded up if a last
English department. As in previous
minute rush is avoided, according
years, the department expects the
to the sponsoring committee head.
major part of the entries to come
inter-office in
Entries should be done in ink on
A semi -automatic,
on the last day, she said, par- -- - piano-size score paper and turned
dial telephone system, replacing ticularly the more ambitious literThe following students still in to Miss Eleanor Joy, Music
the regulation exchange now in ary efforts.
haven’t collected their student body department secretary, or Mr. Matwe, will be installed in the col21 AWARDS
cards issued during the winter thews. Contest rules state that the I
lege within the next two weeks,
The 21 awards which will be
according to Comptroller E. S. given are classified Into four divi- quarter. These will be distributed entries must not bear the names’
today on the porch of the Art of the owners. Each contestant ’
Thompson.
sionsEssay, Poetry, (lyric, son - wing:
DIAL OUTSIDE
will be given an identifying numnet, and free verse), Short Story,
Am, Aunc; Anderson, Edna; ber when he turns his contribution’
Completely automatic. only as and Dramaeach
having a coniAnderson. Riche,
Alfano, Louis; in.
fer as inter -communicating calls piete list of awards. The
amount Alexander.
Margaret;
Banfield,
The competition is divided Into
go. says Mr. Thompson, the oper- of each cash prize is as
yet un- George; Brown,
James; Brown, four divisions with a first prize of
aloe will have to be dialed for all announced.
Don; Brown, Billie; Brown, Mar- $10 and a second prize of $2.50
outside calls. The switchboard now
Financed with the interest of a
garet; Brown, Ronal d; Brown, for each division. In addition, there
In use will handle only incoming $10,000 endowment
left by Senator
Roam; Bruno, Emilio; Buckingham, will be a sweepstakes award of
and long distance calls.
James D. Phelan, the local comLeila;.. Buoy. Lilliam; . Hocks, $5 for the outstanding entrant from
Long needed with the inncreas- petition was
established in 1930
Charles; Burchfiel, Bob; Bumb, all four divisions.
ingly heavy traffic on the present and is
independent of the statewide
Frank; Burke, Janet; Bennett,
shone system, Mr. Thompson said California
Phelan Awards in LitJoseph; Branstead, Nancy; Brad- Matthew, Leon; Maxwell, Betty;
the only other alternative would erature
and Art contest.
May, Leona; Nielsen, Clyde; Nadford, Norma; Boles, Robert.
be the installation of auxiliary
IN EL PORTAL
din, Carl; Nelson, Heber; O’Hara,
Cutter, Allan; Corey, Dawn;
twitchboards in the large offices.
The first, second, and third prize
John.
SPEED SERVICE
winning works in each division are Colegrove, Molly; Clark, Margaret;
Power, Paul; Pritchett, Ray;
Chariesworth, Barbara; Chapin,
The (list system will also speed published
in El Portal, house-organ
Pymond, Betty; Puccinelli, Elva;
up 9rrvice sufficiently so that addl.. of the
Hadley; Caroll, John; Carlton, Robcompetition. This year’s
Paulin, Eleanor; Partidge, Rondal;
tonal trunk lines will not have magazine
ert; Camelot, Paul; Dowse, Cecil;
will be published about
Pacheco, Eunice; Pecorell, Ercole;
Dellavedowa,
Eleanor;
Delaney,
to he Installed between the college may 1.
Roberts, Lucille; Rayner, D. A.;
William; England, Diana; Filice,
and the city exchange. according
Judges for the competition will
Rhodes, Butler; Rocca. Virginia;
Ernest; Florini, Lawrence; Forth,
to Thompson. There are at present he
announced later.
Rose, George; Robertson, Merl;
Lorraine; Fallo, R. A.; Breen, Martrunk lines leading into larger
Shearer, Helen; Sherman, John;
allege offices.
gery; Gott, Lucile; Gordon, MarSnyder, Mary; Sullivan, Richard;
The installation of the new syspare; Garretty, Vivian; Gardner,
Slegenthaler, Robert; Staffelback,
tem, while costing 35 dollars more
Virginia; Gunderson, Doris.
Roberta; Stebbins, Lenton; Steele,
PS? month than the one now In
Hobbs, Roberta; Hart, Lynn; Elizabeth; Stull, Mary; Segerstron,
lie, will represent a saving to the
San Jose State college students! Hoyt, Geraldine;
Hori,
Tashi; Donald; Spencer, James; Spauldcollege, the comptroller said, since Write home this week and request Holmes, Harriet; Horace, Good;
ing. Catherine; Smith, June; Smith,
twill allow the switchboard oper- something besides the traditional Holman, Harriet; Hodges, Irma;
Erect; Smith. Fernesteen; Sawtelle,
Slur to spend about 50% more check to start the quarter with, Hill, Barbara; Hernandez, PalSherman; Saunders, William; Sartime doing other office work which
This is the request of the United meira; Hays, Earline; Johnson, ensen, Warren; Sanders, Janet;
She’s unable to do at present. The States Census bureau which is urg- Rue; Jones, Margaret; Jorgensen,
Smith, Beverly.
Gil system is expected to cost ing all students away from home Elise; Johnson, Harriet; Justice, Teresi, Manuel; Trout, Edythe;
abut $5,000, will be leased from to write and remind their parents Elizabeth; Jelkick, Evan; Kennedy,
Tracey, Audrey; Tarver, Ruth;
the telephone company.
to count them in when the census Robert; Klevesahl, Vincent; Kya- Turbovsky, Saul; Teressi, Jack;
About 50 of the old -type phones enumerator calls at the family res- son, Eleanor; Lytle. James; Lee,
Vasey. Jack; Vedovelli, Albert;
sill be replaced. The automatic idence. In addition, students should Mary; Locicero, Lucille; Leon,
Wilson, Jean; Wilson, Hugh; Weise,’
exchange equipment is now being give their parents vital Informa- Georgianna; Lucken Jesse.
Agnes; Widasky. Stanley; Wilder,’
*ailed in Room 5
McBride, Mary; Murphy, Harry; Loren; Williams, Belle; Willis, Rob tion in regard to employment and
earnings while at school in order Morey, Madeline; Maggini, Plin- it; Walt, Betty; Woods. Ethel
Malta,
James;
MacCoy,
that they can accurately answer all ette;
the questions asked by the enum- Stepp; Murray, William; Milliard,
Myrtle; Mineta, Helen; Moffett.
erator.
temporarily Jane; Moniz, Alfred; Miller, James;
students
College
"America Reads" is the title of I away from home to attend school Merritt, Ruth; Mendoza, Cecil;
Model chart now on disphy should be counted as members of
Our delicious calccH baked in
to
In the library,
the household in which they usu- their parents will report them
one-layer squares and topped
secShowing American reading in- ally reside. Students who have no the census enumerator, and
with frosting - about half the
other than ond, by supplying their patents
Meals as based on 1939
American , Permanent residences
price of layer cakes.
information th,si. they
certain
with
while
live
they
which
in
places
Ils6k Production, the poster was I "
accurmade by Marie Dehority, a mcm- attending school, should be enum- will need to report on them
her of miss Dora Smith’s library’ crated there. Such students are ately. The latter precautIon is adfor students living at
recensted to call or wi de to the visable even
din last year.
221-223 South Second street
they home. tence they may be at class
Fiction and social
Opposite YWCA
sch-ii,. :ire cfirtrict census e ilwvisor if
sill
enumerator
the
he two most
wlien
are not enumerated.
popular
help
411W.4111.1.4
41110416.4111m
The cows bureau needs the
,if every college student in the
gigantic task of assembling facts
TODAY - MARCH 25
about 132 million Americans in the
Sixteenth Decennial COMM in tw.)
ways. First, by making sure that

New Telephone
System To Be
Installed Here

Undistributed
Student Cards
Issued Today

’WRITE H 0 M E’,
SAYS UNCLE SAM

Book Chart Now On
Display In Library

FRUIT
CAKES

Students
Your

Store
Has

Books
For All

COURSES
Remember..
THE

Co-op
Store
Your
Store

CHATTERTON
BAKERY

IL

GRAND OPENING .

KREBS

ASSOCIATED
Mileage Service
Lubrication
Specialists

111

3rd & San Carlos

SUNNYLANDD
Creamery and Grocery

- Popular Swing Records
’ 10c ’’’" "’"‘"’"m 10c
CALIFORNIA RADIO SHOP

New and Used Radios
Open until 9 P.M.
Col. 3036
,I 588 West San Carlos

7th and San Carlos St.
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story to be missed Icy any hut
The corriint congressional con- f a
idealists. War
troversy as to how far this coun- the most myopic of
accomplish lasting belie try should go in supplying air- does not
Entered as second class matter at
he Salt Jose Pont 011.,,
ut
planes to France and England fits (if it accomplishes any
of solvPubilebri emery school goy by the Aesocleted Studiarte oi See Jose State College
would seem to indicate just how, And there is a better way
Ms South First Street
Columbia 435
Prose al Globe Printing Co.
problems than
muddled is the ’thinking’ of our ing international
Subscription 7k per quarter ce $l.
per year.
national ’master minds’. In fact,; that of conflict.
Those who argue for ’whole -hog’
one is led to suspect that the con- !
of the Allies are arguing
gressmen are not so much moti- I
Phone
Ballard 8268
64 Ayer Ave.
who
vated by logic as by various pit’s- from false assumptions. Those
Office Phone, Ballard 7800
!are only willing to go half way
sure groups.
apparently accept these aSSI.11111)
DICK OFSTAD
BUSINESS MANAGER
Sale of airplanes to France and .
tions as true but are not willingPhone Ballard 2481.W
281 E. San Fernando
England is supported by a variety!
tn
to
accept the logical conclusio
Office Phone, Ballard 7800
of arguments. There are those who
It would seem, then, that tilos.
favor selling munitions just so long
advocate material support ..1
w
PONY SWENSON as France and England can lay who
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
the Allies are attempting a con.the money on the barrel head.
COPY EDITORS
VANCE PERRY, BILL REGAN
between reason and a inl.
These persons are quite optimistic
rlaced, short -s i ght t- d sympati..\
such
stop
can
they
think
If
they
JOHN HEALEY
SPORTS EDITOR
Misplaced sympathy, as it is like
sales as soon as the Allies run
i handing a friend with the D.T.’s a
FEATURE EDITOR
GARDNER WATERS out of cash.
bottle of gin to bring hilts out of
Then there are those who favor;
Editorials and features
the
Daily relied the viewpoint aiding the Allies in anyway pos-i his cups; short-sighted sympathy,
In that there is little reason to
of the writer and make no claim to represent student or college opinion. All
sible short of man-power, and then,
believe that whoever wins this war
entsiened editorials are by the editor.
the fortunately small group of !
there will be any attempt at (
those who would even include send- .i
is; fundamentaln
solution of the ecoing soldiers. This latter group
omic ills that are at the root of
perhaps the most logical of the
modern wars.
three if it is assumed that war is
not immoral and that England and
Application blanks for YWCA
France are unqualifiedly right find
Girl Reserve camp at Big Basin
Germany unqualifiedly wrong.
must be in by Thursday morning.
If war is quite ethical, if war
March 28. For further information
accomplishes lasting benefits, and
inquire at the Appointment elm,.
if there is no other way of accomplishing these benefits, then
why should not this country share
proportionately in the costs of the
war both in man -power and matJUMPY AND JITTERY’:
erials? Then when the war is over
IttiltlIS
eyesight
Corrected
and peace descends upon the earth
cool, steady nerves, a clear
for all time, and the people of all
mind. and a sunny disposinations bcome Christians and dem.
tion.
ocrats, then we can share honestly
Ballard 1100
in the glory of having helped to
bring about this millenium:
But somehow this conclusion
DR. LAWRENCE H. FOSTER
OPTOMITIRIST
doesn’t ring true. The consequences;
BANK OF AMERICA BLDG.
of previous wars tell too obviousi
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PETTICOAT
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0

their booklets by 5 p.m. today II.
less a later date is stamped ..
the face of the booklet.
Worth Oswald, social science is
structor in charge of a college joi.
survey project, urges all students
to fill out accurately the detailed:
employment questionnaire given
out In the gym today. Expansion
and coordination of the labor mill
ket for Sail Jose State colteit.
students is the purpose of the
survey which will be opened with
today’s questionnaire.

STORE
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RE-OPENS!
MANAGEMENT
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Buy for
Less at
The Student
Store
i

THE

UNDER A NEW POLICY,

co -OP

EVERYTHING A NICKEL
flot Dogs I lainkirgers Milk Shakes
5c
160 SOUTH

A

Spartan

Today we embark on what is perhaps the most colorful and interesting of all the college’s three quarters and,
certainly to seniors, by far the most important.
With the inauguration of the spring quarter, the humdrum inactivity of the winter session will shortly be broken
by a series of events, memories of which are likely to long
remain with the student after leaving this college, including
the colorful Spardi Gras festival, the Spartan Revelries, the
Senior Ball, Sneak Week, senior final activities, and a host
of other minor affairs culminated by the graduation ceremonies in June.
Then too, this quarter should see the beginning of the
long-sought new library. Along less academic lines, the
college which saw its mighty football empire totter with
the resignation of former head football coach and Athletic
Director Dud DeGroot and surge up again with the appointment of Ben Winkelman, will see the beginning of a
new football regime with the start of spring practice and
will get at least a partial answer to the question of future
State gridiron prospectsof major importance to the balance of the student body.
To the greater part of the seniors, this quarter means
the finish of years of school work and a chance to get out
into a world of which they really know very little to see’
if their wings be strong or weak, to carry them to a success
for which they all hope, or to leave them disillusionedl
amongst the io million where so many others like them]
have ended before.
But the individual student should not remain merely
a spectator to all this, to turn bashfully aside or gaze with I
disdainful indifference on this traditional revelry and more I
serious and important ceremony. It is his right and his I
privilege that he partake of the full cup of college life and
depart from the halls with something more than the allimportant academic learning, a little better able to cope
with the "Roaring Forties".
,
$1 will be levied against
T. REGISTRATION ..4tI of
students who have not handed

CAMPUS

0-01)

support

Partake OF The Cup . . .

(Continued from Page One)
group after they have cleared any
registration,
obstacles
blocking
Students may not secure their
booklets at an earlier hour than
that specified by their name group.
but they may register at any later
time than their scheduled hour if
they art not included in the list
group.
Students must call for Dim(
booklets by 4 p.m. today in orilei
to complete registration before the
gymnasium closes at 5 p.m. A tine’

THE

7TH

STREET

Rows BTCIS

Student Union
Building
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Phelan Contest Closes Tomorrow
Department Offers
$300 In Cash Awards;
Expect Large Entry

Dave Gillmor Speaks
, DEADLINE SET
At Advertising Stan
D i n n e r Tomorrow 1FOR MUSIC
,

Expecting the heaviest entry list since the contest’s beginning
department announced last week that the annual
’ 1930 the English
would end tomorrow at 5 o’clock. ApproxiPhelan literary contest
mately 300 dollars in prizes is being offered this year.
DEADLINE POSTPONED
..
Although in past year competition has closed on the last day of
the winter quarter, the contest deadline was postponed until

the

second day of the present quarter following requests by a number
of students that the change be
made, according to the depart-

New Telephone
System To Be
Installed Here

ment.
1
Fifty-two entries in free verse,
!lyric poems, short story, cagey, and
’drama were reported already in by
Miss Irma Faxon, secretary of the
Engllsh department. As in previous
years, the department expects the
major part of the entries to come
inter -office
A semi -automatic,
in on the last day, she said, par1181 telephone system, replacing ticularly the more ambitious literthe regulation exchange now in ary efforts,
we, will be installed in the col21 AWARDS
lege within the next two weeks,
The 21 awards which will be
according to Comptroller E. S. given are classified into four dIviThompson.
sionsEssay, Poetry, (lyric, son- I
DIAL OUTSIDE
net, and free verse), Short Story,
Completely automatic, only as and Dramaeach having a
corncalls
inter-communicating
dr as
plete list of awards. The amount
operthe
Thompson,
Mr.
go, says
of each cash prize is as yet unhave to be dialed for all
ator
announced,
now
switchboard
The
outside calls.
Financed with the interest of a
incoming
only
hi use will handle
$10,000 endowment left by Senator
Ed long distance calls.
James D. Phelan. the local cornLong needed with the inncreas- petition
was established in 1930
’ugly heavy traffic on the present and is
independent of the statewide
Phone system, Mr. Thompson said California Phelan
Awards in Litthe only other alternative would erature
and Art contest.
be the installation of auxiliary
IN EL PORTAL
switchboards in the large offices.
The first, second, and third prize
SPEED SERVICE
winning works in each division are
The dial system will also speed published
in El Portal, house-organ
up service sufficiently so that addi- of the
competition. This year’s
tional trunk lines will not have
magazine will be published about
to be installed between the college May 1.
and the city exchange. according
Judges for the competition will
to Thompson. There are at present
be announced later.
7 trunk lines leading into larger
college offices
The Installation of the new system, while costing 35 dollars more
per month than the one now in
use, will represent a saving to the
San Jose State college students!
college, the comptroller said, since write home this week and request
It will allow the switchboard oper- something besides
the traditional
itor to spend about 50% more check to start the quarter with.
time doing other office work which,
This is the request of the United
she’s unable to do at present. The States Census bureau which is urgdial system is expected to cost Ing all students away from home
about $5,000, will be leased from to write and remind their parents
the telephone company.
to count them in when the census
About 50 (4 the old -type phones enumerator calls at the family reswill he replaced. The automatic idence. In addition, students should
exchange equipment is now being give their parents vital informainstalled in Room 5
tion in regard to employment and
earnings while at school in order
that they can accurately answer all
uestions asked by the enumth
eq
erator.
temporarily
students
College
"America Reads- is th, till, of’ away from home to attend school
e01011111 chart now on di:401v’ should be counted as members of
e the library,
the household in which they usuShowing American reading In- I ally reside. Students who have no
*est* u based on 1939 American Permanent residences other than
4"4 Production, the poster was " places in which they live while
,Nde by Marie Dehority, a mum- attending school, should be enumIhrueaftliaosMntlitsanyeadDro.ra Smith’s library: crated there. Such students are
Irecn.irsted to call or Ivo ite to the
mervisor if they
florin! selence are d;rtrist census
he two most
popular hook types. I are not enumerated.
The cerium bureau needs the help
of every college student in
gigantic task of assembling faO:i
about 132 million Americans in the
Sixteenth Decennial census in RV./
W:i VS First, by making sure that

will

’WRITE H 0 M E’,
SAYS UNCLE SAM

Book Chart Now On
Display In Library

KREBS

on

ASSOCIATED
Mileage Service
Lubrication
Specialists
3rd de: San Carlos

- Popular Swing Records 10c
10c 1 """
CALIFORNIA RADIO SHOP
New and Used Radios
Open until 9 P.M.
Col. 3038
San Carlos
West
5Sh
-

PO Lel I

awRiC4

Members of the Spartan Daily
business staff will gather tomorrow night at 6:30 o’clock in a
Santa Clara restaurant for their
i.nnual spring quarter dinner. Business Manager Dick Ofstad will
preside.
Speaker of the evening will be
former San Jose State college atudent Dave Gilimor who recently
took over the Independent Advertising Agency in San Jose. Daily
Editor Bill Itothick will also be
resent to give a short talk.

Undistributed
Student Cards
Issued Today

COMPETITION
Closing date for the contest in
original music composition sponaored by the Music department is
only one week away, announces
George Matthews, music faculty
member in charge of the compe-

titi".

Deadline for entries has been
set for 5 p.m. Monday afternoon,
April 1. With a relatively small
number of entries already In the
hands of the sponsoring commit tee, Mr. Matthews urges all students entering the competition to
get their entries in before the final
deadline If possible. Judging pro cedure will be speeded up if a last
minute rush is avoided, according
to the sponsoring committee head.
Entries should be done in ink on
piano -size score paper and turned
in to Miss Eleanor Joy, Music
department secretary, or Mr. Matthews. Contest rules state that the
entries must not bear the names
of the owners. Each contestant
will be given an identifying number when he turns his contribution
in.
The competition is divided into
four divisions with a first prize of
$ 10 and a second prize of $2.50
for each division. In addition, there
will be a sweepstakes award of
$5 for the outstanding entrant from
all four divisions.

-The following students still
haven’t collected their student body
cards issued during the winter
quarter. These will be distributed
today on the porch of the Art
wing:
Am, Aune; Anderson, Edna;
Anderson, Richa.d; Alfano, Louis;
Alexander.
Margaret;
&Infield,
George; Brown, James; Brown,
Don; Brown, Billie; Brown, Margaret; Brown, Ronald; Brown,
Ross; Bruno. Emilio; Buckingham,
Leila;.. B u o y. Lilliam; . Bocks,
Charles; Burciifiel, Bob; Bumb,
Frank; Burke, Janet; Bennett,
Joseph; Branatead, Nancy; Brad- Matthew, Leon; Maxwell, Betty;
May, Leona; Nielsen, Clyde; Nadford. Norma; Boles, Robert.
din, Carl; Nelson, Heber; O’Hara,’
Cutter, Allan; Corey, Dawn;
John.
Colegrove, Molly; Clark, Margaret;
Power, Paul; Pritchett, Ray;
Chariesworth, Barbara; Chapin,
Pymond, Betty; Puccinelli, Elva;
Hadley; Carol!, John; Carlton, RobPaulin, Eleanor; Partidge, Rondal;
ert; Camplsi, Paul; Dowse, Cecil;
Pacheco, Eunice; Pecorell, Ercole;
Dellavedowa,
Eleanor;
Delaney,
Roberts, Lucille; Rayner, D. A.;
William; England, Diana; Filice,
Rhodes, Butler; Rocca, Virginia;
Ernest; Florini, Lawrence; Forth,
Rose, George; Robertson, Merl;
Lorraine; Fallo, R. A.; Breen, MarShearer, Helen; Sherman, John;
gery; Gott, Lucile; Gordon, MarSnyder, Mary; Sullivan, Richard;
gam; Garretty, Vivian; Gardner,
Siegenthaler, Robert; Staffelback,
Virginia; Gunderson, Doris.
Roberta; Stebbins, Lenton; Steele,
Hobbs, Roberta; Hart, Lynn; Elizabeth; Stull, Mary; Segerstron,
Hoyt,
Geraldine;
Hori,
Tashi; Donald; Spencer, James; SpauldHolmes, Harriet; Horace, Good; ing, Catherine; Smith, June; Smith,
Holman, Harriet; Hodges, Irma; Ered; Smith, Fernesteen; Sawtelle,
Hill, Barbara; Hernandez, Pal - Sherman; Saunders, William; filarmetre; Hays, Earline; Johnson, eneen, Warren; Sanders, Janet;
Rue; Jones, Margaret; Jorgensen, Smith, Beverly.
Elise; Johnson, Harriet; Justice,
Teresi, Manuel; Trout, Edythe;
Elizabeth; Jelkick, Evan; Kennedy, Tracey, Audrey; Tarver, Ruth;
Robert; Klevesahl, Vincent; Kya- Turbovsky, Saul; Teressi, Jack;
son, Eleanor; Lytle. James; Lee, Vasey, Jack; Vedovelll, Albert;
Mary; Locicero, Lucille; Leon, Wilson, Jean; Wilson, Hugh; Weise,
Georgianna; Locker. Jesse.
Agnes; Widasky, Stanley; Wilder,i
McBride, Mary; Murphy, Harry; Loren; Williams, Belle; Willis, RobMorey, Madeline; Maggini, Plin- ert; Wait, Betty; Woods. Ethel
Malta,’ _ _
James;
MacCoy,
ette;
Stepp; Murray, William; Milliard,
Myrtle; Mineta, Helen: Moffett,
Jane; Moniz, Alfred; Miller, James;
Merritt, Ruth; Mendoza, Cecil;

FRUIT
CAKES

their parents will report them to
the census enumerator, and second, by supplying their patents
with certain information thac they
will need to report on thent accurately. The latter precaution is advisable even for students living at
home, since they may be at clars
%Oen the enumerator ’.rive,

Students

Our delicious cakes baked in
one-layer squares and topped
with frosting - about half the
price of layer cakes.

Your

Store
Has

Books
For All

COURSES
Remember..
THE

Co-op
Store
Your
Store

CHATTERTON
BAKERY
221-223 South Second Street
Opposite YWCA

GRAND OPENING .

For

.

TODAY - MARCH 25

5

UNNYLAND
Creamery and Grocery
7th and San Carlos St.
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FRESHMAN DANCE FRIDAY NIGHT
Commerce Dinner
Planned For
Tuesday, April 12

Music Groups To
Go South Friday
For Conference

BUY

Pre -Election Ball Held
Iii en’s Gymnasium;
ene Goudron To Play

tm
II Corinne’ cc departmen students, alumni of the department,
and members of Alpha Eta Sigma.
honorary commerce fraternity, are
(Continued from Page One)
invited to gather at the Hotel
the national conference.
"Gracie Allen for President" will be the rallying cry Friday night
Sainte Claire Tuesday night, April
Sixty-four members of the A
banners of the well.
for the annual commerce when the freshman class unfurls the campaign
12.
ErlWilliam
by
led
choir
Cannella
at their pre -election
half-wit
professional
and
comedienne
radio
known
banquet.
endson will make up The second
Tentative plans as announced by ball in the Men’s gymnasium.
stumusic
wave of south -invading
ISSUES INVITATION
Dr. Earl W. Atkinson, head of the
dents, leaving San Jose Saturday!
Denny Morrisey. freshman vice-president and general chairman
sponsoring department, call for
1
choir
morning. The A Cappella
to attend
speakers prominent in San Jose for Friday night’s affair, has wired Gracie Allen an invitation
itinerary includes four important
Invitations have the ball. Miss Allen replied that she couldn’t promise to attend becausi
affairs.
business
beginning
engagements
concert
i"you know how busy we futor.
been sent to many local business
with a coast -to -coast radio broadpresidents are right now." llovi
lint,:HO perMOTIllei managers.
cast from NBC’s Hollywood studio’
she added: "But wait until I
at 8:30 a.m. Sunday. The San Jose
the White House and I ii
choir will represent the west on
have you all up for a dance." Sh
the radio program (Music and
S igned her reply, "Gracie Allen
American Youth) while the Joliet
for President and San Jose State
high school band will represent the
Two freshman debaters, Heber forever".
east on the same broadcast.
Decorations for the dance, plan.
Nelson and Ronald Maas, finalists
Following their radio broadcast.
inthe Interclass Debate Tourna- ned by Nina D’anna, will be based
the A Cappella group will present
ment, will meet a two-man junior on the kangaroo emblem of the
--- an 11 o’clock concert at the First
team composed of Gene Rocchi, Allen surprise party. Intermission
concert
music
Tau
Mu
Delta,
honorary
Final
church.
Methodist
and Kenneth Wallace in the last entertainment, of a surprise van appearances will be made Monday society, will present its annual
contest of the tournament to be ety, will be provided under the
at
8:15
Calithe
night
concert
Thursday
of
at a luncheon meeting
held April 3, at noon in the quad. direction of Tom Taylor.
fornia Western ’Conference of p.m. in the college Little Theater,
GOUDRON PLAYS
Subject for the dilieUtitli011 will
Music Educators and an evening Miss Alma Williams, faculty adGene Goudrons 10-piece orchesof
whether
the
question
be
the
meeting of the Los Angeles chapter viser, announces.
tra will play for the freshman Consistwg of ensemble and solo fraternity initiation system known
of the American Guild of Or- I
sponsored ilancing-fun-frolic lastinstrumental numbers, the pro- as "Hell Week" should be abolganiats
ing from 9 until 1 o’clock. Bids
I gram will feature Lorraine Hall’s ished. The freshman and junior
WOODWIND CHOIR PLAYS
priced at 50 cents are on sale at
Thomas Eagan’s 11 -piece Wood- presentation of Haydn’s "Piano debate teams triumphed over the
sophomores and seniors in the first the Controller’s office or front any
wind choir whose personnel is tak- Concerto in G Major". accompancommittee member
en from the Symphony, will also ied by Jean Crouch. Sharing the two contests of the tournament,
give several demonstrations at the featured position on the program advancing into the finals of the
conference. Rounding out the list will be Wilda Enos, blind pianist, contest. Winning team members
Jeaux will have their names engraved
of San Jose State college music who will play Ravel ’s
on a trophy and will receive ingroups’ appearances at the nation- D’eau".
--- Completing the program will be dividual service pins.
al conference, Miss Maurine
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Cogan, of
Sponsors of the debate tournaThompson’s twenty advanced and numbers by the three -Instrument
the Campus Store at 160 South
intermediate vocal students will string ensemble of Yolanda Can -1 ment are the members of Spartan Seventh street, are offering a
sing a demonstration lesson in glamilia, Lucille Pritchard, andl Senate, honorary debating society. two -dollar cash prize to the
studynamics. This is the third time in Jane Hopper which will play Hay-I Previous debate topic dealt with dent submitting the best name
for
four years that Washington Square dn’s "Concerto for Cello, Violin the "Subsidization of Athletes".
their store.
The subject of next week’s final
voice classes have been asked to and Piano".
The entry must be accompanied
The concert is free and open, debate should be of widespread in- by a statement
participate in the state and nationof not over 25
terest because of the current conto the public.
al conferences
words stating why the contestant
t rversy over fraternity Initiations
believes the suggested name to be
stirred up by reported injuries to
appropriate. Blanks for the conseveral fraternity pledges, accordtest nuts’ be obtained at the store.
ing to Junior Debate Coach Leach.

Annual Concert
Given By Music
Group Thursday

lamingeimp

FROSH DEBATERS
MEET JUNIORS
IN TOURNAMENT

t ii,

PRIZE FOR NEW
NAME OFFERED

NEWS IN BRIEF

HISTORY HONOR
YWCA OPEN HOUSE
SOCIETIES HOLD
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
JOINT
MEETING
All women students and faculty LOST AND FOUND SALE
and Dean Paul M. Pitman on the
campus NYA program.

FRIDAY IN ROOM 14

members are invited to attend the
College YWCA open house WedArticles lost during the winter
nesday afternoon from 2 until 5 quarter and unclaimed from the
p.m. in Room 14.
Lost and Found bureau will go on
Chairman of the hostess com- sale all day Friday in Room 14.
mittee. Eleanor Hamilton, extends Florence Smith heads the commitspecial invitation to all new wo- tee in charge of the bargain sale.
men students to attend the tea and
receive information about campus
activities for the spring quarter.

FIRST OPEN FORUM MEET
THURSDAY MORNING

DEBATE MEETING HELD
TOMORROW AT 2:00
I

A special meeting of :ill students
interested in debating will be held
tomorrow at 2 o’clock in Room 49.
Feeling that the change will enable more students to participate
in debate activities, according to
team member Ellis Rother, time
for the debate class has been
shifted back front 4 to 2 oclock on
Tuesday’s.

First ifleeting of the Open Forum
discussion groups for the quarter
will be held Thursday morning at
11 a.m. In the Little Theater with
Mrs. Vivian Osborne -Marsh, negro
technical adviser of the California
NYA program, as guest speaker.
Mrs Marsh will speak on the
topic of "Negro Youth and the
NYA
l’Iograrn in
California"
Vrhile in San Jorie, the speaker will
chi
was elected
confer with Dean Helen Dimmick Hisident of Smock .a. Tan, wo_
WTI’S honorary art society, for the
spring quarter at a recent business
meeting.
June Thomas Is the new vicepresident. Other officers include
Kathryn Hughes, secretary, Lila
.frington, treasure r; Edith
BREA() P n o
I: e ii t z, reporter -historian; and

CHRISTL SCHNEIDER NEW
ART SOCIETY PRESIDENT

PASTRY SHOP

77 E

snn nnronio

ST

PURE CREAM CHOCOLATE
ECLAIRS AND DELICIOUS
CREAM PUFFS
if It’s from the Cottage
It’s Good to Eat.

I Central Pharmacy
Pharmacists
1 Professional
STUDENT RATES
1

1

i:N PRESCRIPTIONS
217 So First St
Hotel Montgomery Bldg.

Co-op
For

Radio Program

"What is college for?" will be
the topic of this week’s "Think dig
Out Loud" radio program to be
given by associate professor Elmo
Robinson and some of his advanced
Celebrating the 25th anniversary
philosophy students. over station
of the founding of their organize KQW at 9:15 Wednesday evening
ti on. and the 10th anniversary of
rile local chapter. the San Jose
State college and the University This order entitles bearer to one of
these combination treatments:
of California chapters of Sigma Hair cut. scalp treatment,
marcel;
Kappa Alpha, national history hon- or scalp treatment, hair cut, paper
or society, will hold a joint meet- curl; or hair cut, scalp treatment.
ing on April 5 at the San Jose finger wave. On clean hair only
Don Lux Academy Beauty Culture
Country Club.
65 W. San Antonio St.
The meeting will mark the re-, Not good on Friday or Sat
vival of active relations, accord ing to the local chapter between
I the two bodies.
Tentative plans, according
, President John Whitfield, call toi
la dinner at which Mr. David Dun
iway. affiliated with the National
Archives at Washington, D. C
will speak.
Atieli

Shaw, AWS representative.
newly-elected officers will
take their respiative positions at
I the first meeting of the quarter
!Tittmo-laY

From the

’The

AFTER AN EVENING
OF DANCING

it

:u

4jes
gM.

Cut your school
book costs by
Buying at the
Student Store

DROP IN TO THE

RAINBOW

,111

ARTISTS
MATERIALS
Water
Colors,
Oil
Colors
Canvas, Brushes, Wafer -color
Papers. Sketch Pads.

SAN JOSE PAINT
& WALL PAPER CO.
112 So. 2nd St.

Col. n

"Where all good fellows inest’’
for a Dish of

Lemon

Cherry Custard
Ice Cream

and some New

Cake Donuts

RAINBOW
DONUT SHOP
125 Smith

Fourth St

lit

THE

co-OP
Student Union
Building

NIP

CALIFORNIA
AGGIES LOSE
BOXING MATCH
r0 SPARTANS
Four Staters Get
Decisions; Zetterquist
stops Art Johnson
[eV/inning Meet, 6-2

_Spattan Dali

off La

SAN JOSE, CALIFORN1k,

HEADS BOXING

ad -

Dee Por to I, above, again
coached his boxers into a second place in the Pacific Coast
Intercollegiate boxing matches
held in Sacramento March 14
and 15. Idaho scored a team
total of 37’2 points to 251/2
for the Spartans. Bill Bolich was
the only Spartan to take a
crown, defeating Mitchell of
California for the I55-pound

KINCAID WINS
la Kincaid, fighting at 165
sods, looked in good shape in
tents over Aggie Bill Meily.
cod won an easy decision after
:aeng his opponent in the third
tort

:tete Mich, Spartan light-heavy:zht, and Bob Payne, lighting at
pounds in the place of Tony ’
stunts who Is with the based; team at San Diego, were the
:losers. Mich lost a close de- C
. to John Wetzel, while Payne.
rung his first intercollegiate
dmpped a decision to Grnnt
tdorne of the Aggies.

ix-Man Boxing
Team Entered
n Nationals

the track team.
Those entered as released by
Portal are as follows: Bill Sellers,
120 pounds; Dale Wren. 127; Gene
Fisk. 145; Bill Bolich, 155; Jim
Kincaid, 165: and Pete Bolich, 175.

A NEW CREAMERY

IP

BORDEN’S

wo.

PHOTO SUPPLIES
KODAKS ! PICTURE
FINISHING !FRAMING
ST. SAN JOSE
66 50.FIRST
-

CREAMERY

up

WITH ilt Al

FROM MONTGOMERY WARD)

Lunches - Salads

PRIM

The San Jose State college golf
team tied with the California Bears
over the vacation, each totaling
41. points. The match was played
on the Tilden Park golf course in
Berkeley.
Lovegreen of California took low
honors for the day, shooting four
under par for the 71 par course.
He teamed with Jack Barnett to
defeat Spartans Warner Keeley
and Herb Showers 2 to 1.
Bill Parton, shooting a 74, combined with Bob Burchfiel’s 72 to
whip their California opponents
21l, to
Bill Hem with a 74 and
Ken Ifornlein with a 75, both of
San Jose, failed to stop their California opponents, Bud Bruce, 74,
and Bill Cowan, 75.
_

Three

San

Jose

State

Diego State Friday, March 22, 13-1.
Playing in a drizzling rain during the first Santa Barbara game,
e Spartans were never able to
overcome the five-run lead gained
! by the Gauchos in the third innling.
NASIMENTO CLOUTS FOUR
Failure of the hit-and-run play
Ito work was blamed for the second
lloss to the southern boys. Trailing
15 to 2 in the last half of the ninth,
Pitcher Tony Nasimento boomed
out his fourth hit in four times
at the plate to score Allen and
Minter. Fancher was run-down for
the second out of the inning when
both he and Allen were caught
around third base on Minter’s hit.
Featured by the three -hit pitch ing of Tony Nasimento and the
wicked sticks of Allen and Frizzi,
the Spartans blanked the San
Diego Marines in the first game
’ of their southern trip. Both Allen
and Frizzi got home runs.

TWO HOMERS FOR ALLEN
Allen’s bat swatted out the
horsehide for two more circuit
Ijourneys in Thursday’s game, even
college though the locals lost, 6-5.

THAT

The Staters were unable to get
and a third place in the twelfth through the four -hit pitching of
annual Long Beach Relays Satur- De Voider, San Diego State’s
southpaw, in the Friday game.
day, March 16, while the four-man
Tomorrow afternoon the Spartan
two-mile relay team took a second horsehiders go on the field in San
place in the college division, run - Francisco against San Francisco
State.
ning the distance In 8:06.
The Hartranft-c oached place
winners were: Spartan Co-captain
Ed (Ticky) Viteconcellos who took
first in the running broad jump,
setting a new record of 23 feet
6 inches in the college class; Cocaptain Tony Sun.seri who vaulted I
into a three-way tie for second in
the pole vault with a height of 13!

WHY NOT
Give It A Whirl?
Your Numbor Is Sure
To Come Up
You Can’t Lose With

THE SAN JOSE
BOX LUNCH
Just Across 4th on
San Antonio

Shakes

INSPECT OUR
WE INVITE YOU TO

ART SUPPLIES
DRAFTING EQUIPMENT
ENGINEERING SUPPLIES
Easels, paints, colored decorations, papers, brushes, ’1
squares, drafting kits, greeting cards, colored prints for art
notebooks.
TRAVELING EXHIBITS AND ONE MAN SHOWS on display
at Watson -Hayes -Changed regularly for your benefit
and enjoyment.

WATSON-HAYES

First Street

For Good

GOLF TEAM
TIES WITH U.C.

expense of the Spartans by faking
I both sessions of a two -game series, 7-4 and 5-4. The other defeat
was poured on the locals by San

A NEW STUDENT STORE
THAT IS REALLY
COMPLETE

A NEW STYLE

MAYFAIR
159 South

11)1111 CTLY ACROSS

loll

the

blanks and pay entry fees to Ly- feet 5 inches; and Ed Grant tossing
man Nickel in the Women’s gym the javelin 180 feet for a second
Tuesday noon. These blanks must in the novice javelin throw.
be in Palo Alto Tuesday evening
by 6 o’clock to receive consideration. An informal badminton club
meeting will be held for the purpose of better organizing club activities Tuesday noon in the Women’s gym. The club will play
Tuesday and Thursday noons this
quarter, starting Tuesday. April 2.
The finals of the mixed doubles
tournament started last quarter
will be played off this Thursday
A mai I

WEBBS

Negligence not civilization
causes widespread Eye ill,
M.
1220 East Santa Clara St.
Office Hours 2-5 P.M.

0th Floor

Track Schedule

BADMINTON

C. ROSENBERG, D.O.

87 First Nat, Bank
Bldg.

16 at

TRACKSTERS PLACE IN
LONG BEACH RELAYS

With reports from Sacramento
March 30S. F. State (dual)*.
indicating that the entry list for
April 13Fresno (dual), night.
April 20
San Diego State
the National Intercollegiate boxing matches is exceeding all ex- (dual)".
pectations. Coach Dee Portal anMay 4S. B. State.
May 11Fresno Relays, night.
nounced last week that a six -man
team will represent San Jose State
May 18CCAA. Fresno, night.
college in the tournament held
May 25Compton invit., night.
April 4-6.
June 1Sr. PAA, Stanford.
After his showing against the
June 21-22NCAA, Minneapolis.
California Aggies last week when
June 28-29Nat. AAU. Fresno.
he stopped Heavyweight Art John"Denotes home meets.
son, Herm Zetterquist is a possible
actrip.
seventh man to make the
cording to Portal. Zetterquist is
the leading candidate to fill the
All players Interested in playing
heavyweight post left vacant by in the Santa Clara County Doubles
Don Presley who has signed for Championships may fill out entry

e.,
"?

vantage March 15 and

tracksters took a first, a second

CHARLES S. GREGORY
SP"’allY designed pins for
Igenizations. Best quality
a prices that please.

("cub Charlie L V alker’s swim ming team arrived home from the
t dtah tour last week with two victories out of three meets.
In their first meet of the tour,
the Spartans splashed to an easy
52 to 23 win over the Weber Junior
college of Ogden. Utah. Shirokoff,
San Jose free-styter, led the swimmers by taking both the 100 and
60 -yard races. The Spartans won
six of the nine events.
Utah University also bowed to
the Spartan mermen in the second
meet of the inter-mountain tour
by a score of 55 to 20. The San
Jose swimmers won all hut two
of the nine events.
The only defeat of the spartans
came from the Deseret Gymnasium
swimming team of Salt Lake City.
San Jose could gain only two first
places, the 300-yard medley and
the diving competition, which was
won by Jack Windsor. Final score
was 43 to 32.

I

English minors who expect to
take Education 392, The Teaching
of English, in the 1940 summer
session should take English 72,
’114000000000-0.4/001,00000,;:, Grammar, in the spring quarter
DIAMONDS
of 1939-1940. Passing the diagnostic test in grammar during the
first week of the spring quarter
0
will substitute for the course reDesigner of
R. W. Barry.
quirement.

; Distinctive Jewelr-

MERMEN TAKE
college’s baseball nine came out with one win in
five games played over the vacation period. In Wednesday’s game
TWO MEETS
!at San Diego, the mitmen walloped the Marines, 11.0. Thursday’s
was lost, however, by a
score.
GAUCHOS LEAD LEAGUE
ON UTAH TOUR I close Thecontest
league -leading Santa Barbara Gauchos bolstered their
6-5

the local pavilion.
iernr Zetterquist, Spartan foot:.istar. led the leather-tonsers by
.ring a sensational technical
,sout over Aggie heavyweight
: Johnson. After flooring his
:,)ant four times in the first
.hd with hard rights to the I
v1 the bout was stopped.

hool
by
the
ore

\it\l
NI \I
II
I 1
1NsemaG

San Jose State

=
of
them last home appearance
season, Coach Dee Portal’s
the Califorviol team trimmed
:aogies 6-2 last Thursday night I,

BOLICH FIGHT STOPPED
Bill Bolich, fighting in the 155 sod division, won a decision over
III Banded of the Aggies although
roving a cut over the left eye.
te fight was stopped in the sec 0 round. The new intercollegiate
.)e) states that if one of the
taunts receives a cut In the
II round the fight is called a
an or no contest. but If the
St X stopped in the second or
x round, the fighter ahead in
to at the time the fight is called
declared the winner.
MEET UCLA FRIDAY
,ale Wren gave San Jose an win in taking a decision
t. Harold Coombs in the 127Ld division. Bill Sellers won
opening fight by taking an
:" decision from Elmer Pahl,
-le 120 -pounder. Gene Fisk
’red improvement in defeating
.7m5n Crawford in the 1455 division.
TN Spartans travel to the Uni"ley of California at Los An
in to meet the Bruins Friday
Itt

’State Horsehiders
Take 1, Lose 4
Vacation

Drinks

.
NEW STORE.

EAST SAN ANTONIO

BUD WATSON (formerly at
CAROLYN BERRY HAYES

Melvin’s,

---’.....111111111111111r11
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STUDENTS -- It’s Value Time

4

Save 25% On Used Textbooks
If Used Books Are To Be Had We Have Them
4

A FEW EXAMPLES OF POSSIBLE SAVINGS
Author

Title

New Used

McKinsey & P: Bookkeeping

... 1.68

itosenburg: Business Math

1.25

1.00

Cadwallader & Rice: Indexing
Aurner: Elf. English Bus
’feigner: English for Bus.
Leslie: Functional D ietation
Kelley: Accounting
Helmer: Psych. Mettler!’ Business
DIllavou & H. Business Law
Magee: General Insurance
Richert: Retailing Principles
Cubljerly & E: Intro. to Educ
Foster & H. Kindergarten Corr
Hildreth: Learning 3 R’s
Cubberiy: Hist. Education
McKee: Reading & Lit
Pringle: Junior High School
Douglas: Mod. Secondary School
Thomas & L: Prine. Rec. Educ
Woffard: Rural Education
Kierzak: Pract. Composition
Fullington: New College Omnibus
Robbins & C: West. World Lit
Snyder & Martin: English Lit
Smart: English Review Grammar
Benet & P: Oxford Anthology
Kirkpatrick & H: Fund. Health
Boyd: Preventive Medicine
Harris ar L: Everyday Foods
Chaney & A: Nutrition...
Wilmot II: Food For the Vann!"

.515

.70

3.20

2.40

1.68 1.25
1.50 1.10
3.25 2.40
4.00 3.00
4.00 3.00
4.00 3.00
2 00 1.50
2.25 1.70
2.50 1.85
3.00 2.25
3.50 2.60
2.10 1.55
3.00 2.25
100 2.25
2.25 1.70
2.75 2.05
1.60 New
2.75 2.05
3.50 2.60
4.00 2.75
.90
1.25
4.50 3.35
3.80 2.85
4.50 3.35
1.68 1.25
3.00 2.25
..3.00 2.25

Title
Author
Brooks: Child Psych.
Mursell: Educ. l’sych
Katz & 5: Social Psych
Ely: Outlines Econ. 6th
Lutz: Public Finance
Jordon Investments
Holzinger: Statistics
Garrett: Statistics for Educ ........ ..
Kilborne & W: Money & Banking ...
Ware & M: Mod. Neon. in Action
Kliitim et al: Econ. Geog
Palm & G: Europe Since Napoleon.. .
Bailey: Diplomatic Hist. U. S
Munro: Nat’l Govts. U. S
Deltrich: Intern. Trade
White: Public Administration
Ross: l’rine. Sociology
Ferguson: Hist. Musical Thot
Pierce: Class Lessons in Singing
Perkins: How to Teach Music ..
Music Hour: One Book Course
Goode: School Atlas
Roos: Illustrated Art Hist
Websters: Collegiate Dictionary
Funk & W: Concise Standard Diet
Gregg: Dictionary
Clyde: Hist. Far East
Hall & A: Hist. England
Chem-Phys. Handbooks
Walton & 5: Qual. Analysis...
Burlington: Math. Tables ....
Toads": Probs. Sales Mct...
*

New Used
-.3.00 2.25
2.35 1.75
3.75 2.80
3.50 1.50
lit :1100
::.60
3.50
3.111

1.60
4.00
4.011
4.25
3.00
.2.75
4.00
4.00
3.60
2.00
200
.88
4.40
2.50
3.50
.75
1.50
4.50
4.60
3 50
1.10

1.25
1; 110

23..20451
2.70
2.611
2.60
.90
2.00
3.00
3.20
2.25
2.05
3.00
3.00
2.70
1.50
1.50
.65
3.30
1.85
2.60
.49
1.10
3.35
3.40
New
1.10
New
4.50

- THIS IS ONLY A PARTIAL LIST -

Title
Author
New Used
Hess: Textile Fibres
.2.50 1.85
Sail: Horizons for the Family .. , . .. .i 34:00011 32;05
French: Eng’g Drawing
Jones: Vocational Guidance... ...............3.00
Brink: Trig. with Tables .
2.00 21..5205
Brink: Intern,. Algebra
1.35 1.00
Willard-Bryan: Collect. Algebra
2.00 110
Love: Analytic Geom.
i::.2.0750 22.1;55
2
Love: D. & I. (tale.
Dixon: New First Crs. Equations
1.75 1.30
2.50 1.85
Holland: Navigation
Bartky: Highlights Astronomy
2.50 1.85
3.50 2.60
Parten: Pig Embryo
4.50 3.35
Doane el al: Forest Insects
1 50 1.10
Weston: Carbon Compounds
3.60 2.50
McPherson & H: Crs. Gen. Chem. ..........
3.50 2.60
Field: Hist. Geology
3.00 2.25
Gustafson: Conservation in U. S
375 2.80
Black: Intro. College Physics
1.00
.75
Davis. Amateur Photography.. ........ .....
3.00 2.25
Kimber: Anatomy & l’hysio 10th
275 2.05
%Afflatus: Anatomy & Physio
3.60 2.70
Best &. Taylor: Living Body
300 2.25
Dashiell: Fund. Psych
2.90 2.20
iligginson: Fields of Psych
2 70 1.50
Woodworth: Psych
13 0500 New
Metfessell: Guide to Psych
Overstreet: About Ourselves
Shaffer: Psych. of Adjustment
Wright: Student Philos. Religion
Webb & 5: Testing Elem. School ......... .
Greene & 3: High School Tests

3 00

2.25

_23.7050
3.50

22..0251i
2.60
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We Guarantee the Books We Sell to Fit the Courses Sold For.
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ofnot
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Remember... This Is A Store To Serve You
- If It’s for the Student We Can Supply It -

trapt
eng:
1101

Ta
To
to

WE CAN FILL YOUR NEEDS AT A SAVING
FINEST QUALITY 20 lb. NO. 1
FILLERS

WE STOCK ALL REQUIRED

10c Pkg. - 60c Ream

ART NEEDS AT SPECIAL

ZIPPER BINDERS
1.95 2.35 2.95

STUDENT PRICES

See these binders specially
made for college use.

GENUINE COWHIDE

White or green tied Ink will
not run on our paper.

CANVAS BINDERS 50c to 94c

ENGINEERS!
WE HAVE ALL YOUR NEEDS
Slide Rules 1.00 to 14.00
Drawing Sets 5.00 to 17.75
Drawing Boards 65c up
25c to 1.75
T Squares
Wt stock only highest oualltY
materials.
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California Book co.
The Friendly Student Store

134 East San Fernando Street
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